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Introduction
In April 2013 I stumbled across a Mauser 201 in .22WMR. I had no plans to acquire any more 201’s and this one frightened me off
even further rifle, as this was the most expensive 201 rifle I had seen to date. Its only saving grace was that it had double set
triggers which are a rarity in the UK.  However the fact that this was a early model, meant silver soldered studs in the barrel and
potentially more wear due to its age,  I therefore decided not not to give the matter any further thought.

In 2012 I had sold my CZ527 in .17 Fireball and I was searching for a suitable .17HMR and at the time had purchased a Marlin XT17.
Although it was a reasonable rifle and shot well it was a typical American mass produced rifle and therefore lacked the character
and quality that I was searching for. The problem for me was that I wanted a quality classic sporting rifle, but with .17HMR being
a new cartridge, this was not going to happen, as all .17HMR rifles were relatively new designs. Therefore it occurred to me that
a .22WMR might be able to be converted in to a .17HMR and the fact that I had identified a Mauser 201 a few days earlier gave
me an idea. The question was, could it be done?

From a technical standpoint, I needed to consider the following:
Bolt face
As the .17HMR shares the same rim as the .22WMR, the bolt face was not
going to be an issue.
Barrel
This would have to be changed as the barrel would require a .17HMR cham-
ber, .17 bore and a twist rate of 1 in 9. Changing the barrel should not be a
major issue as Mauser 201 barrel is pinned. Chamber pressure for both
cartridges is 25,600PSI so the exceedingly strong locking lugs of the 201 would
easily overcome any problems when it came to proof.
Magazine
Whilst the rim and the case of the .17HMR are the same as the .22WMR. I felt
the shoulder and the bullet profile of the .17HMR might present a problem when it came to feed and presentation angles. I had
some .17HMR inspection cartridges so I cycled some rounds and to my relieve they fed, extracted and ejected perfectly.
Supplier and cost
As far as I’m aware the only supplier of 17HMR aftermarket barrels in the UK is border Barrels in Scotland. Price for .17HMR barrel
is just under £700, plus the Mauser at £650, therefore the cost of this little project was going to be considerable for a rimfire rifle.
I was paying roughly double that of a “of the shelve” model for my specific requirements and therefore this should be a
consideration as you will never recuperate the cost when it comes to sell. Also there was always a possibility that I had overlooked
a technical issue and the rifle would not feed, therefore introducing an element of risk that the project could be a major failure.

General
As I prefer rifles that are unique and this would be the only Mauser 201 in
.17HMR that I was aware of in the UK, I decided to take on board the challenge.

I purchased the Mauser 201 and stripped it down for a complete service and
clean. With the exception of the double set trigger the rifle was identical in
every respect to the other Mauser 201’s I had worked on. It was unmodified,
the muzzle was unthreaded and so therefore it was an original gun.

Having restored the rifle to its original condition I dispatched it up to Border barrel where I was not to see the rifle again
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for seven months. Having waited for five months and had not been provided any updates, I decided to give Border Barrels a ring.
Apparently the rifle had been completed but still required proofing, which would take a further four weeks. Four weeks came and
went, so I chased Border Barrels up again and without going into all the details, the rifle arrived two weeks later.

I must admit I was full of anticipation, I had waited nearly seven months and now the rifle had finally arrived. The first thing I did
was to go into the workshop and cycle some inspection rounds through the action to ensure the rifle functioned without fault.

The rifle worked a treat, so I was pleased and relieved all at the same time as I felt my worries had been unnecessary.

Trigger and Barrel
Although the same length, the new barrel has a slightly larger diameter than the original throughout its entire length and therefore
the barrel channel required relieving to accommodate the new dimensions. The larger barrel also adds a degree of extra weight
and stability, which is both pleasant and hardly noticeable. Although you cannot see it in the picture above, the muzzle is threaded
with a ½x20 UNF thread, has a nice thread protector and is crowned.

Although the Mauser 201’s have nice triggers throughout the range the double set are particularly nice and in the double set mode
break at 7.6oz and in the single set at 4.11lbs.  The ability to have  such a light pull is ideal for a rifle whose planned engagement
is up 200yrds on small vermin such as rabbits, crows and pigeons and compliments the precision barrel.

Scope and Accessories
Having invested a considerable sum on this rifle, I wasn't
about to skimp on the scope and accessories. The moderator
is a LEI model designed specifically for the .17HMR cartridge,
it is extremely compact and with a diameter of 0.875” gives it
an almost parallel profile with the barrel. Attenuation was
123.3 db(a) with the moderator and 132.7 db(a) without.
Excellent performance from such a small “can”.

As engagement ranges were planned for up to 200yrds, a bipod was a must and
as usual I plugged for a Harris. Scope rings were good quality 1” Leupold and
the scope was a Sightron 4-16x44AO as I felt a sixteen magnification was
essential for engaging small prey out to 200yrds and maximising the rifles
potential.

Range Test
My first range test was indoors at 25yrds and for a first shoot I ran through
various test procedures making sure the rifle functioned in the correct manner.
Next was to zero the rifle and to obtain a decent group and after a few of
rounds I managed to get all three bullets touching. Whilst I consider this as a
good start, I really needed to know what the rifle capable of doing at 100yrds
plus, as this would be the typical ranges that the rifle would be operating at.

Next range test was at Bisley, Short Siberia 100yrd range, it was a lovely
morning with no wind, so ideal for zeroing. Shooting from the bench and
utilising CCI 20gr FMJ, I fine tuned the zeroing for 100yrds.
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and then attempted my best group. Best group was 0.86” but if you discount one round as a flyer or put it down to my lacking of
shooting skill then the group went down 0.27” or 7mm, which was outstanding.

Summary
I have spent a lot of time, effort and money on the different Mauser 201’s over the years in an attempt to identify their strengths

and weaknesses. In my opinion they are superb rifles that
Mauser should re-introduce. Although this is an early 201, it
has character and the combination of the set triggers, very
light pull and an aftermarket precision .17HMR barrel makes
for a very accurate rifle whose only weakness is the “nut
behind the bolt”
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